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Alitalia only #3 international carrier in
Italy in S19 behind Ryanair, easyJet
Italy has the fourth biggest economy in Europe (after Germany,
the UK and France) but in terms of passengers passing through
the country’s airports it ranks only sixth, beaten also by Spain
and Turkey. Last year was a good year for Italy’s airports as
demand rose by 5.9% to just over 185 million passengers. This
growth rate was higher than in Spain (+5.8%), France (+4.8%),
Germany (+4.0%) and the UK (+2.5%). However, Turkey (+8.8%)
did see faster growth than Italy. Only Spain has more airports
(26) than Italy (22) that handle at least one million passengers
per annum.
Alitalia still going but losing market share
Between 2004 and 2007 Italian airport traffic had increased by
26% in just three years, but the global economic crisis of
2008/09 resulted in traffic declining in both of those years.
Growth of 6% to 7% followed in 2010 and 2011 before two
more years of decline in 2012 and 2013. However, since 2013

with over six million departing seats in 2019, compared with 2.7
million at Rome CIA and 2.3 million at Bologna. Ryanair also
operates at 15 other Italian airports including Venice TSF and
Venice VCE. Curiously, Treviso is still not a base even though it
is the airline’s eighth busiest airport in Italy.
easyJet has four bases in Italy
The UK-based LCC serves a total of 19 airports across Italy in
2019, the same as last year. It operates four bases in the
country at Milan MXP, Rome FCO, Naples (which became a
base in 2014), and Venice VCE. The latter became a designated
base in February 2016. Malpensa is easyJet’s biggest Italian
base with 4.3 million one-way seats in 2019, well ahead of
Venice VCE (1.87 million) and Naples (1.83 million). Malpensa is
easyJet’s fourth biggest base in the whole of its network behind
Gatwick, Berlin TXL and Geneva. For more on easyJet’s history
in Italy see issue 19 of The ANKER Report.

This week many of those involved in
airline route development across
Europe will be meeting at CONNECT in
Cagliari, on the delightful Italian island
of Sardinia. The ANKER Report will be
there presenting and also moderating a
session.
As a result, this week’s issue looks at
the Italian market and Cagliari in
particular. Foreign low-cost carriers,
notably Ryanair and easyJet, have been
key drivers of growth in both markets.
Elsewhere, we take a look at the
relatively rapid growth of Finnair’s hub
in Helsinki and its focus on connecting
passengers between Europe and Asia.
The non-stop market between Europe
and China continues to see double-digit
growth and 2019 sees a number of
Chinese carriers enter the market for
the first time.
Finally, we round-up and analyse over
80 new routes involving European
airports, plus a look at demand trends
in Croatia, Germany and Ireland.

traffic has increased steadily by between 4.5% and 6.5% each
year. This has been achieved despite the on-going uncertainty
about the long-term future of the national carrier, Alitalia. The
carrier has been in financial distress for some time and various
attempts have been made to sort out an ownership structure
that would guarantee the airline’s future.
As a result of the lack of clarity regarding its future, Alitalia is no
longer the leading carrier in Italy for international flights.
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures show that Ryanair
overtook Alitalia for international seat capacity from Italy a
decade ago in 2009, while easyJet edged ahead of the national
carrier in 2014.

Ralph Anker Alitalia’s annual international seat capacity has remained
ralph@anker-report.com virtually unchanged for the last decade, which means that it has

gradually been losing market share. Last year it accounted for
just under 9% of the country’s international seat capacity, well
behind Ryanair (21%) and easyJet (12%). In 2007 Alitalia’s share
of the international market in Italy was around 20%.
Ryanair has 14 bases in Italy
The Irish ULCC currently has bases at 14 Italian airports; Bari,
Bologna, Brindisi, Cagliari, Catania, Lamezia Terme, Milan BGY,
Milan MXP, Naples, Palermo, Pescara, Pisa, Rome CIA and
Rome FCO. Of these, Bergamo is by far the airline’s busiest base
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Wizz Air growing fast
Behind these top three come Vueling, Lufthansa and Wizz Air,
each with between 4% and 5% of the international market. The
top six carriers account for some 53% of international seat
capacity in Italy. Lufthansa’s share of the market grew between
2009 and 2011 when it created Lufthansa Italia, based at Milan
MXP. This was partly in response to Alitalia de-hubbing at the
country’s second busiest airport. However, Lufthansa’s venture
ceased operations at the end of S11. Lufthansa’s figures do not
include those of its low-cost subsidiary Eurowings, or those of
its Italian subsidiary Air Dolomiti, which both operate with their
own IATA codes.
Vueling opened a base at Rome FCO in S14 when the prospect
of Alitalia’s demise seemed particularly high. After significant
expansion in S15, the airline’s capacity in Rome fell in 2016 and
has remained fairly stable since then. It also opened a much
smaller base in Florence in S14 which has continued to grow
steadily in subsequent years.
Since 2013, Wizz Air has been growing significantly and has
virtually doubled its international capacity in Italy in the last six
years without opening any bases in the country. In S19 it will
serve 14 airports across Italy, with capacity up an estimated 7%.
However, the carrier no longer
continues on page 10
serves Perugia or Pescara.
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Finnair focuses on Asian routes, serving six Chinese cities and four in
Japan; passenger numbers up 85% in eight years as load factor climbs
Thanks to its geographic location, Helsinki offers some
advantages for passengers wanting to get between
Europe and Asia in the shortest possible time if no direct
service exists. Finnair has been able to take advantage of
this in recent years, helped by its fleet of 14 A350-900s
which it began receiving in October 2015. It was the
European launch customer of the type and will receive a
further five examples in the next couple of years.
Passenger numbers up 86% since 2010
After carrying just over seven million passengers in 2010,
Finnair has grown relatively rapidly for a well-established
European flag-carrier and welcomed almost 13.3 million
passengers last year, an increase of over 85% in just
eight years. Impressively, the airline’s annual passenger
load factor has also been improving, from 73% in 2011 to
83% in 2017.
Apart from its A350s, the oneworld carrier’s fleet also
includes eight A330-300s, 37 A320-series aircraft and 12
E190s, for a total fleet of 71 aircraft.
Asian routes dominate ASK rankings
This summer, Finnair is serving 19 inter-continental
destinations, one more than in S18 with the addition of 3
-weekly flights to Los Angeles on 31 March. Of the 19
routes, six are in China, four in Japan, four in the US (plus
Miami which is only served during the winter season)
and one each in Hong Kong, India, Singapore, South
Korea and Thailand. Thirteen of these routes are among
the airline’s top 15 this summer as measured by weekly
ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), highlighting the
significance of these routes to the airline’s business.
Asian routes also registered the highest load factors in
2018 at 85.5%, compared with 83.8% for North Atlantic
routes, 78.6% for European routes and 64.7% for
domestic routes.
Domestic flights to 15 other airports
Finnair serves 15 domestic routes from Helsinki with
Oulu, Rovaniemi and Kuopio allocated the most capacity
in 2019. Around two-thirds of domestic flights, which
represent around half of the airline’s domestic capacity,
are operated by Nordic Regional Airlines (NoRRA). This
airline previously operated as Flybe Nordic between
2011 and 2015 and is now 40% owned by Finnair and
60% by Danish Air Transport. It operates the E190s in
Finnair’s fleet and also has 12 ATR 72-500s of its own.
The table below shows the turnover of international
routes from Helsinki since 2004. Seasonal, leisure routes
that operate fewer than 30 times per year have been
excluded. Impressively, no routes have been dropped in
the last three years as Kaunas only operated for a couple
of months in 2017 due to the runway works in Vilnius.
Among long-haul destinations it is worth noting that
Finnair no longer serves Canada (Toronto was last served
in 2015) nor Vietnam (Hanoi flights ended in 2014).

Finnair’s international network developments from Helsinki 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop international destinations added (at least 30 annual flights)

2005

Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Kuressaare, Ponta Delgada, Venice

Non-stop international destinations no longer served

2006

Delhi, Edinburgh, Kiev KBP, Krakow, Madrid, Nagoya, Pisa

Miami

2007

Athens, Bucharest, Gdansk, Lisbon, Ljubljana, Mumbai, Nuremberg

Kuressaare

2008

Ekaterinburg, Seoul ICN

Dublin, Edinburgh, Nuremberg

2009

Bergen, Istanbul

Gdansk, Guangzhou

2010

Stockholm BMA

Bergen, Mumbai, Pisa

2011

Singapore

Athens

2012

Chongqing, Dubrovnik

Bucharest, Istanbul IST, Lisbon

2013

Antalya, Chania, Hanoi, Palma de Mallorca, Rhodes, Tel Aviv, Xi’an

Kiev KBP, Stuttgart

2014

Gazipasa-Alanya, Gran Canaria, Kazan, Nizhniy Novgorod, Samara, Tenerife TFS, Tromsø

Chania, Palma, Rhodes

2015

Athens, Chania, Chicago ORD, Dublin, Funchal, Gdansk, Heraklion, Luleå, Malta, Norrkoping, Rhodes,
Split, Tartu, Umeå

Hanoi

2016

Billund, Edinburgh, Fukuoka, Guangzhou, Preveza

Lulea, Nizhniy Novgorod, Norrkoping, Toronto, Tromsø

2017

Alicante, Kaunas, Reykjavik KEF

-

2018

Bergen, Lisbon, Minsk, Nanjing, Stuttgart, Tromsø

Kaunas (was only a temporary replacement for Vilnius)

2019

Bologna, Hannover, Los Angeles, Trondheim

-

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for January 2004 to December 2019.
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Germany: Passenger demand was up almost 6% in April
across all German airports with Berlin TXL (+27%)
leading the way, with Dortmund, Düsseldorf and
Stuttgart all reporting double-digit growth. However, the
collapse of Germania in early February contributed to
traffic declines at Berlin SXF, Bremen, Cologne Bonn and
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Nuremberg. Among airlines, Condor and SunExpress are
growing around 20%, while Wizz Air has upped its
German capacity by over 30% since last April.
Croatia: Impressive double-digit growth across all of
Croatia’s top five airports was driven by capacity
increases from three of Europe’s biggest (U)LCCs;
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easyJet, Norwegian and Ryanair. The later timing of
Easter compared with 2018 probably contributed.
Ireland: A very solid 7% growth in Irish traffic in April
driven by similar growth from the two leading airlines in
the country, Aer Lingus and Ryanair. Flybe has dropped
its London SEN route to Dublin since last April.
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Cagliari prepares to host CONNECT event; international traffic drives
growth in 2017 and 2018; Pobeda new in S19 as Air Italy returns
This week, the route planning community comprising
airline, airport and tourism folk, will get together in
sunny Sardinia (Cagliari to be precise) to do business at
the 16th annual CONNECT forum. The airport which the
delegates will pass through on arriving at their
destination is Italy’s 13th busiest, handling almost 4.4
million passengers in 2018. After handling between 3.6
and 3.7 million passengers from 2011 to 2016, the
airport experienced traffic growth of 13% in 2017,
followed by 5% growth in 2018.
Domestic traffic still accounts for around 75% of the
airport’s demand, but this has fallen from just over 90%
in 2004. While passengers on flights to other
destinations in Italy has grown by almost 60% since
2004, international traffic has increased more than
fivefold, passing the one million mark for the first time in
2018.
Alitalia is #1 airline but operates only two routes
Italy’s flag-carrier Alitalia is the airport’s leading airline
based on annual seat capacity in 2019 and 2018. It offers
35% of all seats but these are allocated to just two
domestic routes; Rome FCO and Milan LIN. With Linate
closing for three months later this summer for
maintenance, Alitalia will shift its Milan capacity to
Malpensa instead.
Last year only easyJet offered regular service to
Malpensa, but this year it has been joined by Air Italy
(returning to the airport) which began connecting the
two airports on 15 April. In August, September and
October the route will be served regularly by three
airlines with Alitalia’s diverted service becoming the
third option for passengers.
Ryanair base: 26 routes offered
Ryanair recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of
opening its base in Cagliari, having started serving the
airport from Spain in 2007. This summer will see the Irish
ULCC offering flights to 26 destinations, six more than in
S18. During W18/19 it began flying to Karlsruhe/BadenBaden, Porto, Seville and Valencia, with Budapest
starting recently on 1 May and Dublin service beginning
on 2 July. In total, Ryanair has offered flights to over 40
destinations from Cagliari since 2007. This summer its
share of the airport’s seat capacity will be an estimated
34%, only just behind Alitalia.
easyJet is the airport’s third busiest carrier and offers
flights to 10 destinations; three domestic, two each in
France, Germany and Switzerland, and one in the UK
(London STN).
Air France and S7 Airlines new in 2018
Last July saw Air France begin daily service from Paris
CDG to Cagliari, joining other European flag-carriers at
the airport such as Austrian Airlines, British Airways,
Iberia, KLM, Lufthansa and Luxair. Russian carrier S7
Airlines was also a new addition in 2018, beginning 2weekly, seasonal service from Moscow DME in June.
This year has seen the return of Air Italy (formerly
operating as Meridiana) on the Milan MXP route (from
mid-April), and Russian LCC Pobeda, which begins
service from Moscow VKO in early June. Air Italy last
served Cagliari in October 2017 when it operated
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domestic flights to five destinations and Marseille.
10 new services launched in 2019
Apart from the new routes this year already mentioned,
Condor now serves Düsseldorf as well as Frankfurt, while
Volotea (which made Cagliari a base on 30 May 2019) is
adding five new routes in S19; Palermo and Pescara in
Italy, Marseille and Strasbourg in France, and Prague in
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the Czech Republic. ENAC data shows that in 2018 the
leading EU country markets from Cagliari were Germany,
the UK, Spain and France. All reported strong doubledigit growth last year.
Switzerland was the biggest non-EU market, not as big as
France, but bigger than Poland, thanks to easyJet’s
services to Basel and Geneva.
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Europe to China capacity up 13% in S19; four Chinese airlines launch
first European routes as over 30 new routes added since last October
Seat capacity on non-stop flights between Europe and
China continues to grow at around 10% per annum.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures, capacity
is set to grow between the two regions by 13% in S19.
Oslo wins, Lisbon and Paris ORY lose
In Europe, Oslo recently welcomed its first regular
scheduled service to China with the introduction on 15
May of Hainan Airlines’s 3-weekly service to Beijing. The
Norwegian capital is the only European airport to
welcome its first non-stop Chinese service since the end
of S18. However, Paris ORY has lost its only non-stop
service to China, at least for now, as Aigle Azur’s service
to Beijing did not resume this summer.

Helsinki on 28 June while Shanghai Airlines is scheduled
to start 3-weekly service from Shanghai to Budapest on 7
June. Shenzhen Airlines began linking Shenzhen with
London LHR on 30 October 2018, operating 3-weeky.
Finally, Tibet Airlines introduced 2-weekly service from
Jinan to Helsinki on 8 April.
Air China still #1

Lisbon, which welcomed Beijing Capital Airlines service
from Beijing between July 2017 and October 2018, now
has no direct flights to China in S19.

Star Alliance member Air China is offering twice as many
seats as any other carrier this summer between Europe
and China with capacity up 8%. China Eastern Airlines is
second (capacity up 15%) followed by China Southern
Airlines (+31%), Lufthansa (+3%) and Hainan Airlines
(+31%). The latter has overtaken Aeroflot to become the
fifth biggest carrier in the market. The next biggest
European carriers (in order) are Air France, KLM, Finnair,
Turkish Airlines and British Airways.

Four new Chinese airlines start European flights

Moscow has most routes and weekly flights

Since last summer the Europe-China market has
welcome four new carriers, all from China. Juneyao
Airlines is set to begin daily service from Shanghai to

Among European airports, Moscow SVO flies non-stop to
23 Chinese destinations this summer, more than any
other carrier. It also offers the most weekly departures
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(111) on Chinese routes. Paris CDG with 13 is just edging
out London LHR (12) among EU airports for Chinese
destinations. A total of 16 European airports now offer
non-stop flights to at least three Chinese airports. In
terms of capacity growth, Rome FCO (+37%), Istanbul IST
(+30%) and London LHR (+29%) are doing well in S19.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Corsica, which last year launched its first UK flights to
London STN from Ajaccio, Bastia and Figari, has now
added a fourth UK route, with the addition of a weekly
service between Calvi and London STN. The first flight
was on Saturday 18 May using one of the airline’s A320s.
The seasonal service is set to operate until 12 October.
Calvi is a new destination from the UK. The Corsican
airport handled 335,000 passengers in 2018, making it
the least busy of the four airports on the French island.
Air France expanded its Latin American network on 23
May with the introduction of 3-weekly flights from Paris
CDG to Quito in Ecuador using A340-300s. This becomes
the airline’s 13th destination in Latin America. The
SkyTeam member’s capacity to the region is up almost
10% this summer compared with S18 according to
Cirium Data and Analytics. Partner KLM already operates
a daily service to Quito from Amsterdam. Apart from
these two carriers, Air Europa (5-weekly) and Iberia
(daily) both currently serve Quito non-stop from Madrid
with Plus Ultra launching an additional 3-weekly service
starting on 12 July. Some of these flights make a stop in
Guayaquil in Ecuador on the return flight. In recent years
Quito has served around five million passengers per
annum.

Aurigny launched two new UK domestic routes at the
end of May from Guernsey to Jersey (10-weekly from 28
May) and Southampton (12-weekly from 24 May). The
former route, between the two main airports in the
Channel Islands has a sector length of just 37 kilometres,
while the Southampton route is 190 kilometres. Both
routes will be flown using the airline’s ATR 42. The
Guernsey-based carrier also has three ATR 72-500s, with
three ATR 72-600s on order according to
planespotters.net. It also operates a single E195 which is
used exclusively on the London LGW route from
Guernsey. Competition on both routes comes from
Flybe which operates 48-weekly on the Jersey route
(mostly flown by local franchise partner Blue Islands
with its ATR 42s and ATR 72s) and 29-weekly on the
Southampton route (also flown by Blue Islands). Local
media reports suggest that Blue Islands was struggling
to be profitable on these routes and that it was surprised
that another carrier had chosen to enter the market.

Belavia added Tallinn in Estonia to its route network on
30 May. The 4-weekly service on the 640-kilometre
route from Minsk will operate on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays using the airline’s E175s. No
other carrier connects the two airports. Tallinn is one of
five new destinations for Belavia this summer joining
Chisinau (launched last October), Voronezh (launched
last December), Moscow SVO (launched on 22 April) and
Munich (which is set to begin on 15 July).

Air Moldova has begun 2-weekly service from Chisinau
to Thessaloniki. The 860-kilometre route, which faces no
direct competition, will operate on Thursdays and
Sundays and will be flown using the airline’s E190s. The
previously state-owned airline was acquired at the end
of 2018 by a consortium which includes Romanian
carrier Blue Air. Compared with last summer 11 routes
are now no longer served by Air Moldova from Chisinau,
including Antalya, Athens, Brussels, Bucharest and Kiev
KBP. The airline’s fleet currently comprises eight aircraft;
five A320-series aircraft and three E190s. The new
owners have indicated that they plan to increase the
fleet to 14 aircraft by 2021. Last year Chisinau handled
2.83 million passengers, up 3.1% compared with 2017.

For Istanbul IST it is a fifth Chinese airport served nonstop, joining Beijing, Chengdu (which launched with
Sichuan Airlines on 30 April), Guangzhou and Shanghai.
This summer China Southern will operate 18 routes
between China and Europe, up from 14 in S18.

Condor added three new leisure routes from Hannover
in the last fortnight. It has introduced weekly flights to
Kavala (Thursdays), Preveza (Tuesdays) and Zadar
(Saturdays), none of which face any competition. This
summer Condor is the fourth biggest carrier in Hannover
accounting for 13% of scheduled seat capacity. However,
it is the fastest-growing of the top five airlines at the
airport with summer capacity set to rise by 16%, while
Eurowings (down 8%), Lufthansa (down 4%) and TUI fly
Deutschland (down 5%) are all cutting capacity.
Corendon Airlines chose 22 May as the launch date for a
new weekly service from Gazipasa-Alanya to Frankfurt.
Using 737-800s the airline faces no competition on the
2,440-kilometre route. The service runs until 16 October
but does not operate for most of August. This summer
Corendon also serves Cologne Bonn, Munich and
Stuttgart in Germany from Gazipasa-Alanya, all with
weekly flights.
Delta Air Lines launched three new European routes on
Thursday 23 May, just in time for the Memorial Day
holiday on Monday 27 May. From Boston the SkyTeam
carrier has added daily flights to Edinburgh and Lisbon,
competing with TAP Portugal on the Portuguese route.
Both routes will be flown using the airline’s classic 757s.
A new, daily service from Tampa to Amsterdam faces no
competition and will use the carrier’s 767-300ERs. This
brings to six the number of European routes offered by
Delta from Boston, while it is the carrier’s first European
route from Tampa. The other European services from
Tampa this summer are provided by British Airways and
Norwegian (both to Gatwick) and Lufthansa (to
Frankfurt).

British Airways has found slots to launch two new
seasonal routes from London LHR. On 25 May it began
weekly (Saturday) service to Bastia in Corsica followed
on 26 May by 3-weekly service (Wednesdays, Saturdays
and Sundays) to Preveza in Greece. Neither route faces
direct competition, and both will operate until the end of
September. However, Bastia is served weekly by both
Air Corsica and easyJet from London STN, and Preveza is
served by easyJet from Gatwick and by Thomas Cook
Airlines from both Gatwick and Stansted.

El Al now serves Manchester. The Israeli flag-carrier
began 3-weekly service from Tel Aviv on 26 May using

China Southern Airlines on 29 May began 3-weekly
service from Wuhan to Istanbul IST. Flown using the
airline’s 787-8s, the 7,500-kilometre route faces no
direct competition. Istanbul becomes the fifth European
airport to have non-stop flights to Wuhan, as China
Southern already flies to London LHR, Moscow SVO and
Rome FCO from the Chinese airport which handled 24.5
million passengers in 2018, making it China’s 18th busiest
airport. In addition, Air France flies to Wuhan from Paris
CDG. All these services are flown 3-weekly this summer.
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Latest European route news
its 737-800s. Competition on the 3,790-kilometre route
comes from easyJet which has been offering a 2-weekly
service since November 2012. El Al already serves two
other airports in the UK; London LHR 11-weekly and
London LTN also 11-weekly.
Ellinair has decided to compete with Olympic Air and
Sky Express by starting flights at the end of May
between Athens and Chania (3-weekly), and Athens and
Corfu (2-weekly). Its rivals on these routes both offer
between two and four daily flights. A less competitive
environment exists on the airline’s other new route; a 2weekly service between Patras and Moscow VKO.
Ernest Airlines, profiled in Issue 36 of The ANKER Report,
has added two more routes between Italy and Albania
with the launch on 31 May of daily flights from Bari and
4-weekly flights from Ancona, both to Tirana. The 250kilometre Bari route is already served 3-weekly by both
Albawings and Blue Panorama, while the 580-kilometre
Ancona route is served 4-weekly by Blue Panorama.
Ernest Airlines will this summer connect 11 Italian
airports to the Albanian capital with a total of 67 weekly
flights.
Eurowings has added a Turkish destination to its
Hamburg network with the introduction on 31 May of a
weekly service to Bodrum. Flights depart the German
airport at 22:25 arriving in Turkey at 02:45. The return
flight leaves Bodrum at 03:35 on a Saturday morning,

arriving back in Hamburg at 06:20. Last year the route
was operated by Germania. Additional Turkish routes to
Adana and Ankara are set to launch in the next few
weeks.
Flybe has joined Aurigny in expanding service to
Guernsey in the Channel Islands this summer. On 20
May the carrier used its partner Blue Islands to launch
daily service to London SEN using its ATR 72. The
following day, 2-weekly (Tuesdays and Saturdays) service
was started to Liverpool, also using ATR 72s operated by
Blue Islands. Flybe recently launched a daily service
from Guernsey to Heathrow (on 31 March) which is
likely to impact on Aurigny’s Gatwick service.
Hainan Airlines now connects Shenzhen with Rome
FCO. On 30 May the Chinese carrier began 2-weekly
service between the two cities using its 787s. Last
summer Shenzhen was connected to just four European
airports with non-stop flights. This summer that number
has risen to 10, with Rome joining Dublin, London LHR,
Paris CDG, Vienna and Zurich in gaining direct service to
Shenzhen during the last 12 months. Hainan Airlines
operates seven of the 10 routes; Air China, China
Southern Airlines and Shenzhen Airlines one each.
Rome now has non-stop service to nine Chinese
destinations, up from six in S18.

HOP! introduced a number of seasonal domestic routes
on 25 May that only operate to the end of July and then
again at the end of August. The five new routes, served
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with a mix of the airline’s fleet are; Rouen-Figari,
Marseille-La Rochelle, Nice-Brest, Nice-La Rochelle and
Nice-Pau. None of the routes are served by any other
carrier, though Volotea connected Nice and Pau in S17
and S18.
Jet2.com launched its last three new routes for S19 at
the end of May. It has added weekly service from Belfast
BFS to Bourgas, Birmingham to Bergerac and
Manchester to La Rochelle. Bourgas, a new destination
for 2019, is now served from all nine UK bases. Jet2.com
now serves Bergerac from three UK bases (the others
are Leeds Bradford and Manchester) and La Rochelle
from two UK bases (the other is Leeds Bradford).
Competition on the Bourgas route comes from TUI
Airways with a weekly service, while Flybe offers 5weekly flights on the Bergerac route and a weekly
service on the La Rochelle route.

In the week that its charismatic founder and three-time
F1 World Champion Niki Lauda passed away at the age
of 70, the third airline to bear his name, Lauda, launched
three new routes from its Vienna base to destinations in
Greece. On 21 May the Ryanair-owned LCC launched 3weekly flights to Heraklion competing with Austrian
Airlines (4-weekly) and Eurowings (2-weekly). The same
day it also introduced 2-weekly service to Kos, again
competing with Austrian Airlines (2-weekly) and
Eurowings (weekly). Finally, on 24 May, it was the turn
of Zakynthos to be served with weekly flights,
competing with Austrian Airlines’s 4-weekly service. This
summer Lauda will be serving 31 destinations from
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Latest European route news
Vienna and will account for 6% of scheduled seat
capacity at the airport.
Another airline expanding its presence in Vienna is
LEVEL, which has added two new routes during the last
fortnight. On Sunday 19 May the carrier added weekly
service to Calvi in Corsica, a route served in S18 by
Eurowings. Then, on 31 May, LEVEL began a weekly
(Friday) service to Rostock. The 710-kilometre route will
operate until the end of August. Last year the two
airports were connected by Germania. Both new routes
will be flown with the airline’s A320s/A321s. In total,
LEVEL will serve 18 destinations from Vienna this
summer compared with 14 in S18. It has dropped four
routes (Ibiza, Milan MXP, Valencia and Venice VCE) but
added eight (Amsterdam, Calvi, Copenhagen, Genoa,
Hamburg, Hurghada, Porto and Rostock).
Loganair has added a further four UK domestic routes to
its network. On 28 May the Scottish regional carrier
began 17-weekly service between Glasgow and London
SEN, a route that was served by Flybe with 12-weekly
flights in S18. However, despite the increase in
frequency, capacity is down 40% as Flybe used 118-seat
E195s on the route while Loganair is flying 49-seat ERJ145s on the 590-kilometre sector. On 24 May, Loganair
also began daily service between Manchester and City
of Derry using ERJ-145s. These two airports were last
linked in September 2011, by Flybe. Finally, Loganair has
also added two weekly routes from Guernsey, to Jersey
and Bournemouth. The Bournemouth route faces no
competition, but the 37-kilometre link to Jersey is
already served by Aurigny (see above) and Flybe/Blue
Islands.

LOT Polish Airlines on Saturday 25 May began a weekly,
seasonal service from Krakow to Dubrovnik in Croatia.
No other carrier connects these two airports. The Star
Alliance carrier will use E195s on the 840-kilometre
route. LOT already serves the Croatian city 6-weekly
from Warsaw WAW. The carrier is gradually expanding
its international network from Krakow. Last year its only
international routes were to Budapest and Chicago, but
this summer it also serves Bucharest and Tel Aviv, as
well as Dubrovnik.
Lufthansa now offers weekly flights during the summer
season from Munich to Biarritz in France, Rijeka in
Croatia and Rimini in Italy. All three routes will be flown
using Lufthansa CityLine’s CRJ900s. Only the Rijeka
route is already served, by fellow Star Alliance member
Croatia Airlines with 3-weekly flights. All three of these

destinations are new for Lufthansa as it does not serve
them from its hub at Frankfurt. However, Eurowings
serves Rijeka from six German airports.
Luxair, which was profiled in Issue 40 of The ANKER
Report, has added a seasonal service to Menorca from
Luxembourg. It is operating a weekly (Saturday) service
from 18 May with a second Saturday service operating
from 29 June to 14 September. The last flight is on 12
October. All flights on the 1,100-kilometre route are
being flown using the airline’s 76-seat Q400s. No other
carrier connects the two airports this summer.
On 21 May, Italian leisure airline Neos began a weekly
(Tuesday) service from Milan MXP to El Alamein in
Egypt. This is the Egyptian airport’s only scheduled
service in S19. It will run until 1 October using the
airline’s 737-800s. According to the airline’s website it
offers flights from Milan MXP to six destinations in Egypt
this summer with Hurghada, Luxor, Marsa Alam, Marsa
Matrouh and Sharm El Sheikh being the others.
Pegasus Airlines had added international routes from
four Turkish airports between 26 May and 28 May. From
its main base at Istanbul SAW it has now launched 4weekly service to Basra in Iraq. From Trabzon it has
added 3-weekly service to Amman in Jordan, while
Bodrum gets a 2-weekly service to Moscow DME and
Gaziantep celebrated a 2-weekly service to Erbil in Iraq.
None of these routes are served by any other carrier. All
these new flights operate very late at night, during the
night and into the early morning, maximising aircraft
utilization. This summer Pegasus will serve Moscow
DME from five Turkish airports, and both Amman and
Erbil from four Turkish airports. Basra is a new
destination for Pegasus.
Pobeda added two more Italian routes to its Moscow
VKO base at the end of May. On 24 May the Russian LCC
began 4-weekly flights to Rimini, with 3-weekly service
to Catania beginning on 30 May. Both routes will be
flown using the carrier’s 737-800s. This summer Pobeda
will offer flights to 10 Italian airports compared with just
three in S18. Last summer it served Milan BGY, Pisa and
Venice VCE. Apart from Catania and Rimini it has also
added new routes this summer to Bari, Cagliari, Genoa,
Palermo and Rome FCO. As a result, Pobeda now
accounts for 16% of the market between Russia and
Italy, well behind parent company Aeroflot which has
50%, but just ahead of S7 Airlines, which also has 16% of
the market.
Qatar Airways has made Izmir its latest Turkish route,
with the addition of a 3-weekly service from Doha.
However, services to Hatay in Turkey have been
suspended meaning that the oneworld carrier is still
serving seven destinations non-stop in Turkey, the same
as in S18. There is no competition on the 2,710kilometre route, which will be served by the carrier’s
A320s. Although the number of Turkish routes remains
unchanged, the number of flights to Turkey operated by
Qatar Airways this summer is up 17%, while seat
capacity is up a massive 45% thanks to the use of larger
aircraft on several of the routes.

Ryanair appears to have added just three new routes
during the last two weeks. On 24 May it began 3-weekly
service between Milan MXP and Palma de Mallorca, a
route already served by easyJet (16-weekly), Alitalia (6weekly) and Neos (weekly). Two days later, Ryanair
began 3-weekly service on the 1,060-kilometre route
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from Milan MXP to Bristol, on which easyJet is the
existing carrier with 4-weekly flights. Finally, on 28 May
the Irish carrier established a 2-weekly link between
Bordeaux and Lamezia Terme in Italy, a route not served
by any other carrier.
S7 Airlines resumed service to Semey in Kazakhstan
from Moscow DME on 31 May with a weekly service
operated by an A319. The route was last flown by the
airline in S16. This also marks the return of international
flights at Semey. Located in the north-east of the
country, Semey has a population of around 300,000 and
is close to the Russian border. It was last served by S7
Airlines in November 2016. The carrier has also added
two new domestic routes from its St. Petersburg base.
Irkutsk will be served up to 4-weekly with A320neos
while Voronezh will be served 2-weekly with E170s. The
latter route, which operates during the night, faces
competition from RusLine’s daily service.
SkyUp Airlines has added four new international routes
from Ukraine. On 25 May it launched 2-weekly flights
from both Kharkiv and Zaphorizhia to Barcelona using
its 737-800s. It also began daily flights from Kiev IEV to
Batumi in Georgia. Then, on 30 May it introduced a
weekly service between Kharkiv and Larnaka in Cyprus.
None of these routes are served by any other carrier in
S19.

SunExpress now connects Antalya and Gothenburg with
weekly service, joining TUI fly Nordic (2-weekly) and
Pegasus Airlines (weekly) in operating the 2,680kilometre route this summer. Gothenburg is a new
destination for SunExpress. It also serves Stockholm
ARN this summer from Antalya, Izmir and Konya. The
Turkish-based leisure carrier also began a 2-weekly
operation between Izmir and St. Petersburg on 30 May.
This route is not served by any other carrier. St.
Petersburg is another new destination for SunExpress
this summer. Compared with last summer, SunExpress
no longer serves Bucharest, Dresden and Moscow ZIA,
but has added Budapest, Dublin, Eindhoven,
Friedrichshafen, Prague and Warsaw WAW to its
network, as well as Gothenburg and St. Petersburg,
according to Cirium Data and Analytics.
TUI Airways, which was profiled in Issue 40 of The
ANKER Report, added two more seasonal routes from UK
airports to its network on Monday 27 May. East
Midlands was connected weekly to Enfidha in Tunisia
using 737-800s, while London LTN was connected
weekly to Antalya using a 757. easyJet and SunExpress
already serve the latter market, both with 2-weekly
flights. TUI Airways also launched two new routes from
Dublin to Dalaman (weekly, competing with Ryanair’s 2weekly service) and Malaga (weekly). The Malaga route
is already well served by Ryanair (24-weekly) and Aer
Lingus (21-weekly) and was previously served by TUI
Airways in October 2013. This summer TUI Airways is
offering flights to 19 destinations from Dublin compared
with 13 in S18. Apart from Dalaman and Malaga, it has
also added flights to Pafos, Reus, Salzburg and Verona.
Turkish Airlines has made Strasbourg in France its latest
destination from its mega-hub at the new Istanbul IST
airport. The 1,870-kilometre route will be served 4weekly and faces no direct competition. Launched on 31
May, this becomes the carrier’s seventh destination in
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France, joining Bordeaux, Lyon, Marseille, Nice, Paris
CDG and Toulouse. For Strasbourg it is the latest
European flag-carrier to serve the airport, joining Air
France, Brussels Airlines, Iberia and Lufthansa.
Elsewhere, Turkish Airlines also started 4-weekly service
from Izmir to Tel Aviv. The Star Alliance member will
serve Tel Aviv from four Turkish airports this summer,
the others being Istanbul IST (9-daily), Istanbul SAW
(daily) and Antalya (5-weekly).

United Airlines has become the first carrier to offer US
flights to Naples with the launch of its daily service from
New York EWR on 22 May, just in time for the Memorial
Day weekend in the US. The Star Alliance carrier will
utilise 767-300ERs on the 7,100-kilometre route. It is the
third of the airline’s four new European routes to launch
this summer, following San Francisco to Amsterdam (30
March) and Denver to Frankfurt (2 May), with Newark
to Prague set to launch on 6 June. In total United will
operate 62 European routes this summer up from 59 in
S18, as it also dropped its Newark to Hamburg route.
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Virgin Atlantic has chosen to change airports in
California from Manchester. Having started flights to San
Francisco in March 2017 the carrier has now moved the
service to Los Angeles instead. It means Virgin is still
serving six US airports from Manchester this summer,
with Los Angeles joining Atlanta, Boston, Las Vegas,
New York JFK and Orlando. Competition on the Los
Angeles route comes from Thomas Cook Airlines which
offers a 2-weekly service in S19. Virgin will use A330200s on the new 8,550-kilometre route. This summer
Virgin has increased its US capacity from Manchester by
16% giving it 50% of the market. Its nearest rivals are
Thomas Cook Airlines (also offering six routes and
competing with Virgin on three routes), United Airlines
(serving Newark) and American Airlines (serving
Philadelphia but no longer Chicago).
Volotea chose the end of May to launch two new
domestic routes; one in Italy and one in Spain. On 30
May it began 2-weekly service using its 717 fleet
between Asturias in northern Spain and Murcia RMU, its
first route to the new airport serving Murcia. The
following day it began 2-weekly service using its A319
fleet between Cagliari in Sardinia (and host of this
week’s CONNECT event) and Pescara. This is the airline’s
third route to Pescara. Neither route is served by any
other carrier. Both Asturias and Cagliari (since 30 May)
are designated Volotea bases this summer.
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WestJet launched its first ever service to Spain on Friday
24 May with the addition of a 3-weekly flight from
Toronto to Barcelona. The carrier’s 767-300s will
operate the 6,430-kilometre route which is already
served by Air Canada (daily) and Air Transat (3-weekly).
This is one of four new European routes started by
WestJet this summer joining Halifax to Dublin (29 April),
Calgary to Paris CDG (17 May) and Calgary to Dublin (1
June). WestJet’s only other European link from Toronto
is a daily service to London LGW which has been
operating since May 2016.
Bodo in Norway has become the newest destination to
be served by Wizz Air aircraft with the introduction on
22 May of a 2-weekly service from Gdansk. It is also the
first year-round international route at the Norwegian
airport. This summer Wizz Air will serve 34 destinations
from Gdansk, up from 30 in S18. The ULCC has dropped
two routes (Lisbon and Vilnius) and added six (Bremen,
Gdansk, Kharkiv, Kutaisi, London LGW and Oslo OSL). In
Ukraine, Wizz Air has added two new routes to Greece
from its Kiev IEV base. On 20 May it began 2-weekly
flights to Thessaloniki, followed on 21 May by 2-weekly
flights to Athens. Although Wizz Air faces no direct
competition on these new Greek routes, it should be
noted that Aegean Airlines (2-weekly), Ryanair (2weekly) and Ukraine International Airlines (daily) all
connect Kiev KBP with Athens, while Ellinair offers 6weekly service between Kiev KBP and Thessaloniki.
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Alitalia still #1 on domestic routes
Looking at the Italian domestic market, Alitalia is still the
leading carrier with just over 40% of scheduled seat
capacity, compared with 30% for Ryanair and 10% for
easyJet. While international traffic grew by 7.2% last
year to 121 million passengers at Italian airports,
domestic demand increased by 3.3% to 64 million.
High-speed rail is less competitive in Italy than for
example in France, Germany and Spain. The high-speed
network connects Naples, Rome, Florence, Bologna,
Milan and Turin.
Air connections from the Italian mainland to the two
major islands (Sardinia and Sicily) face no competition
from rail. Some of these routes operate as PSO (Public
Service Obligation) routes which are allowed to be
subsidised by governments to ensure satisfactory
connectivity for citizens on the islands.
Fiumicino and Malpensa set passenger records in 2018
Last year saw both Rome FCO and Milan MXP set new
passenger records. Fiumicino beat its previous record of
41.7 million set in 2016 while Malpensa broke its
previous high of 23.9 million, set back in 2007. Rome is
served by two airports (shown in red) while Milan is
served by three (shown in green). All five airports make
it into the top 10 for passengers in 2018.
The two biggest airports in Sicily (shown in yellow) also
make the top 12, while Cagliari (see page 4 of this issue),
the biggest airport in Sardinia (shown in blue) ranks
13th. The remaining mainland airports are shown in
purple.
Impressively, 10 of the top 15 airports reported doubledigit growth in 2018, with Naples (+25%), Palermo
(+24%) and Milan MXP (+21%) all recording growth of
more than 20%. Only Turin among the top 15 airports
failed to see an increase in demand. Growth in Naples
was driven primarily by Ryanair and easyJet, while
Ryanair was also the leading carrier for increased
capacity in Palermo. In Malpensa, Air Italy was the
fastest-growing carrier followed by Ryanair and easyJet.
Air Italy creating hub in Malpensa
Meridiana (IATA code IG) rebranded as Air Italy in March
2018 and is now 49% owned by Qatar Airways, which is
hoping to succeed where Middle East rival Etihad
Airways failed with its investment in Alitalia. Focussing
on Milan MXP, the carrier offers domestic flights to
seven destinations, five routes to North America (four in
the US and one in Canada), five routes to Africa (Accra,
Cairo, Dakar, Lagos and Sharm El Sheikh) and just one
route (Bucharest) in the rest of Europe. However, flights
to Bangkok, Delhi and Mumbai, launched at the end of
2018, are not operating this summer.
Lauda is biggest new airline in 2018
Looking at capacity data for 2018 and 2017 reveals that
Lauda (formerly Laudamotion) was the biggest new
airline in Italy last year, followed by LEVEL, flydubai and
Aigle Azur of France. Airlines lost in 2018 included
airberlin, Monarch Airlines and NIKI. In 2019 Italian
planespotters will be excited to get their first glimpse of
aircraft from Kenya Airways, Sichuan Airlines and SkyUp
Airlines.
Ankara, Chengdu and San Francisco new for 2019
Analysing Cirium Data and Analytics figures for 2018 and
2019 reveals that Italy will welcome new, non-stop
connections to a number of major cities in 2019. Air Italy
recently began service to San Francisco with a 4-weekly
service. The Californian city was last served non-stop
from Italy by Alitalia from Milan Malpensa back in
November 2001 with a daily service.
Two additional Chinese cities can now be reached nonstop from Italy; Chengdu (3-weekly with Sichuan Airlines
from 25 June) and Hangzhou (3-weekly with Air China)
starting on 12 June both from Rome FCO. This brings to
10 the number of Chinese cities now served non-stop
from Italian airports.
The capital of Turkey, Ankara, is now served non-stop
from Rome FCO (since 7 January) by Turkish Airlines with
a 2-weekly service. Alitalia previously connected Ankara
with Rome between May 2011 and March 2012. Another
new destination is Ohrid in North Macedonia, which is
connected to Milan MXP by Wizz Air, with a 2-weekly
flights. Odessa in Ukraine is connected this summer to
Rome FCO by Ernest Airlines (2-weekly), while Exeter in
the south-west of the UK now has 2-weekly direct flights
during the summer season with Ryanair to Naples.
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Finally, on 12 June, Kenya Airways returns to the Italian
market after a seven year hiatus, when it resumes
serving Rome FCO (in conjunction with Geneva) from
Nairobi using the SkyTeam member’s 787-8s.
Destinations served with scheduled services from Italy in
2018, but not in 2019, include Bourgas in Bulgaria,
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Oradea in Romania, Plovdiv in Bulgaria and Vigo in Spain,
all of which were served by Ryanair from Milan BGY last
summer.
Lublin in Poland is another destination no longer served
from Italy after easyJet suspended its service from Milan
MXP at the end of October 2018.
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